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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Acknowledgments
NGLC (Next Generation Learning Challenge) in Oakland would not
be possible without the generous support from a collection of local
and national funders, and the national NGLC team at EDUCAUSE.
Special thanks to Stacey Wang and also the team at the Mastery
Design Collaborative for their guidance and technical assistance in
support of Oakland’s students and school leaders.
We invite readers to share thoughts and critical feedback after
reading this report. Success and progress stem from the courage
and leadership of the educators on the ground in Oakland’s schools. Students at Redwood Heights work at their own
Where we did not meet expectations, those of us outside of schools pace using Chromebooks.
need to continue to listen and bolster our supports for innovation in
public education. Comments and questions can be shared publicly by including @NGLCinOakland on Twitter. The
Rogers Family Foundation values direct feedback, and invites you to share thoughts with Senior Director Greg Klein
by email, gklein@rogersfoundation.org.
There remains much work to do. NGLC in Oakland has merely crossed the threshold of a long journey, and the
initiative remains focused on quality as our goal, and personalizing learning as our means. We are grateful for the
students, families, teachers, and leaders who all work each day for better outcomes. Onward!

Next Generation Learning Challenges in Oakland Overview
NGLC in Oakland began in Spring 2014, engaging hundreds of educators and eventually catalyzing 26 public
schools to apply for planning grants in January 2015. This represented nearly one in five of all Oakland public
schools. Ten school planning grantees were selected, with each working throughout the 2015-2016 school year to
create three-year plans to implement whole-school models that personalize learning.
From 12 launch grant applications, seven school teams received multi-year grants to begin implementation in
2016-2017: ASCEND, East Bay Innovation Academy, Lodestar, Redwood Heights, Roosevelt Middle School, Urban
Montessori, and Urban Promise Academy.
This report highlights their collective progress after one year of implementation, and provides an overview of the
status, outcomes, and challenges for each school. More information on this initiative’s time line, selected schools,
prior events, and resources can be found at NGLCinOakland.org and rogersfoundation.org.

Example of materials available to schools through the NGLC in Oakland website.
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A Brief Overview of the California Dashboard
In Spring 2017, California launched its new school accountability regime – the California Dashboard – and released
its first reports on every public school in the state. The Dashboard serves as a major part of how the state plans to
comply with and implement the Federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).1
The Spring 2017 reports measured schools’ progress on multiple indicators for the 2015-2016 school year in
comparison to scores from the prior year (2014-2015). Six months later, California released the Fall 2017 reports,
which reran all schools through the (adjusted) accountability regime based on the 2016-2017 school year, and
showed how those scores changed from the previous year (2015-2016). These Fall 2017 reports are the most upto-date school achievement results publicly available.
As none of the seven NGLC in Oakland launch schools currently serve eleventh graders, each has the same four
indicators in the Fall 2017 Dashboard release: Suspension, English Learner Progress, English Language Arts, and
Mathematics. Please also note for consideration when reading this report:
•

As a new school that opened in 2015-2016, Lodestar data is limited. Because Dashboard reports require two
years’ worth of information, full reports on Lodestar will not be created until the Fall 2018 Dashboard release.

•

A school must have at least 30 English Learners for the English Learner Progress Report to be generated.

•

The Fall 2018 release of the Dashboard will include a Chronic Absence indicator.

The state wants all public schools to perform across indicators and subgroups at the “high/maintained2” level
within six school years. The Rogers Family Foundation aims for NGLC in Oakland schools to show that their models
bring significant improvement and impact across indicators and reportable subpopulations by the Fall 2020
Dashboard release, which will measure status of the 2019-2020 school year and change from the 2018-2019
school year.

Progress on the California School Dashboard
Of the approximately 130 publicly funded schools in the city
of Oakland, from Spring 2018 testing (Fall 2017 Reports) two
schools hit California’s minimum goals for school quality across
all indicators and subpopulations, as measured and required
by the Dashboard. Neither are affiliated with NGLC in Oakland.
Overwhelmingly, California’s public school students are under
served by the education system, particularly students from
families with low-income and students of color. To illustrate, only
25% of California’s African American students who qualify for a
Maker education is now part of the norm at Roosevelt free or reduced priced lunch currently meet or exceed standard
Middle School.
in English Language Arts, and only 14% do so in math. Locally in
Oakland3, these rates of proficiency are lower by approximately one third and currently stand at 17% in English
Language Arts and 10% in math. These students, and others who have been historically and generationally
disadvantaged need their public education to be excellent. We are failing them and their families.
None of this means to take away from the hard work of hundreds and thousands of educators and millions of
students in California, OUSD, other districts, and charter-run schools. At the same time, the mission, vision, and
goals for NGLC in Oakland are clear: we need dramatic improvement for students and dramatically different school
models to drive those improvements.
As of April 2018, it should be noted that the state’s plan has yet to be approved by the Federal Department of Education. Go to cde.ca.gov/re/es/ for the
most current update on the state's plan.
2
Or “low/maintained” for Suspension, and once released, for Chronic Absence. Low = positive on those indicators. High = positive for English Language
Arts, Mathematics, and English Learner Progress.
1
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Data source: California Department of Education, California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) Smarter Balanced Assessments
for 2016-2017 for all district and charter schools in Oakland.
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The initial success of the Dashboard is not the measurements or data it presents for any single school no matter
how positive that data may be at this time. The initial success is that after years of no state accountability, public
schools finally have the beginning of a set of goals toward which they can align their efforts. The NGLC in Oakland
launch schools unquestionably strive to be excellent in the indicators as measured by the Dashboard. And while
the Dashboard greatly expands on California’s prior single-digit Academic Performance Index system, our schools
have even broader and deeper dreams for their future graduates beyond what the new Dashboard measures.
They want their students to be joyful problem solvers, energized critical thinkers, courageous community leaders,
thoughtful designers and makers, and emotionally connected and caring human beings.
For the Fall 2017 Dashboard reports, there were 22 possible indicators across schools in which to improve or hit
goal level, and NGLC in Oakland schools did so in 11 of them after one year of implementing their new models.
In future Dashboard releases, we expect 1) the important Chronic Absence indicator to be included across all
schools, 2) for Lodestar’s indicators to be included, and 3) for East Bay Innovation Academy and/or Redwood
Heights to enroll enough English Learners to generate Dashboard reports. In the meantime we can expect a total
of 33 cohort-wide indicators starting in Fall 2018, on which our goal for schools is to show continued progress
(increasing or declining, depending on the indicator) or to get to goal level (High or Low, depending on the
indicator).
Because Lodestar is still a new school, there are only six NGLC in Oakland schools with reportable results for Fall
2017 on the four indicators included:
•

In English Language Arts for “All Students,” three of the six schools either increased their scores in Year 1, or
are already achieving at the "High" level.

•

In Mathematics for “All Students,” only one school increased their math scores and the two highest performing
schools are at the "Medium" level.

•

In Suspension for “All Students,” four schools either decreased their rates of suspension, or are already at the
“Low” level.

•

In English Learner Progress, three of four4 schools improved the progress of current English Learner students
and/or English Learner students reclassified the prior year, or are already at the “High” level.

The following pages provide individual overviews for each of the seven NGLC in Oakland launch schools. Each
school overview describes the main components of the school’s model, and how the model was implemented
in Year 1 (2016-2017) along with reproductions of how each school performed on the Fall 2017 Dashboard with
context and analysis of those results.

Schools receiving planning grants celebrated their work and plans in January 2016 even as
they also competed for Launch grants.
4

East Bay Innovation Academy (EBIA) and Redwood Heights do not enroll enough (>30) English Learners in order to receive a Performance Level for
English Learner Progress. For the students they serve, however, EBIA has a “High” rate and Redwood Heights increased their progress with English
Learners, and such that overall five out of six schools increased or hit “High” level for English Learner Progress.
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Where We Are Going From Here
NGLC in Oakland schools do not exist in a vacuum. They are part of a larger system of Oakland Public Schools –
district and charter – and none are immune or totally isolated from that larger context in which they exist. As
of the publication of this evaluation, NGLC in Oakland schools are nearing the end of Year 2 of implementation,
and all of them are hard at work executing their models, adjusting, and aiming high on standardized measures
of achievement as well as expanded definitions of success. At the same time, Oakland Unified School District
has a new Superintendent, an ongoing budget crisis, and facilities for charter-run schools remains a complex and
contentious issue that impacts long-term fiscal vitality in Oakland.
The Rogers Family Foundation remains deeply committed to this work and envisions a long-term staffing and
funding investment to blended personalized learning. We have only scratched the surface of what is possible.
NGLC in Oakland will continue supporting schools for years to come, including additional grants, connectionmaking to other partners and funders, and ongoing thought partnership and critical feedback. Additional local
partners are critical to how we all move forward, for our direct efforts alone will likely be insufficient to hitting
all our goals. Since launching, three of our seven schools formally joined local partner Educate78’s School Design
Lab, which includes coaching, professional learning, and dollars. Two of these schools have partnered with Silicon
Schools Fund while another two are generously supported by Salesforce.org. Other local foundations also provide
support and financial resources.
NGLC in Oakland connects schools to high-quality professional learning opportunities, including ongoing cohorts
developing prototypes to personalize learning powered by the Mastery Design Collaborative; an annual cohort and
a la carte professional learning workshops for teachers on Maker Centered Learning powered by Agency by Design
Oakland; an annual cohort for principals on using Design Thinking to hack school culture powered by School
Retool; and Oakland-based nonprofit Tech Exchange which supports schools to bridge the digital divide for their
students and families at home. We bring these supports to our seven launch schools, along with making them
available to our four additional planning grant schools, and our newer five "Wave II" schools who are at a much
earlier stage of personalizing learning development.
More broadly than just NGLC in Oakland, the Rogers Family Foundation team works to support the efforts of a
variety of city-wide efforts that ultimately impact schools. This includes support for the Black Teacher Project,
which focuses on building black principal and teacher leadership in public education. It involves support for parent
and community organizing in support of quality school development and growth. It seeks opportunities to be
supportive of Oakland Unified School District as it builds its systemic fiscal capacity. It works in partnership with
efforts to create district-charter collaborations. And, it places the megaphone in the hands of young people to
amplify their abilities to advocate for themselves through vehicles such as Energy Convertors.
Through partnership and additional direct investment of time, money, and energy, NGLC in Oakland and its launch
schools will continue to strengthen school models and bring quality education to Oakland public school students.
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ASCEND

Components of How ASCEND Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

ASCEND leverages space and time in non-traditional ways throughout
• Expeditionary Learning
the school day and year. In 2016-2017, the school scaled multi-age small
• Multi-age Math and Reading
group instruction in English Language Arts across the elementary school.
Groups
During these multi-age reading blocks, first to third grade and fourth to
fifth grade classrooms open up their doors, and students mix across rooms • Teach to One for Math
into small groups according to ability. Additional adults enter during this
time to support an expanded number of student groups receiving leveled
instruction simultaneously. These additional adults might be aides, support staff, special education teachers, or
student teachers. Students not in a small group choose a task to complete independently, and leverage a variety of
furniture types and spaces to support their learning. This year, students started working from weekly work plans.
These plans help students guide their own choices of how they navigate their independent learning time within
the multi-age reading time block, including time spent with a cross-age accountability buddy who helps with
reflection and goal setting.
In middle school, ASCEND strengthened their implementation of
Teach to One for Math, which included right-sizing the number of
students in the lab at any one time and alignment to grade levels.
ASCEND re-purposed the library physical space to support Teach
to One for Math for part of the day. Across the entire school day
and model, Teach to One for Math in middle school is the clearest
example of where and when students progress through content,
skills, and standards based on their readiness and mastery.

In this station of Teach to One, students work
independently.

Multi-age Crew (or advisory) took root with alignment with the
school’s Habits of Work and Learning (HOWL) and Expeditionary
Learning (EL). ASCEND’s HOWLs are: Compassion, Perseverance,
Craftsmanship, Responsibility, and Curiosity.

Overcoming Challenges
Affording, hiring, and supporting the teacher talent necessary
to implement this model is no easy task. The multi-age blocks
of reading instruction require additional adults to offer
sufficient groups simultaneously. One way ASCEND mitigated
the need for additional adults was to create a “super” Student
Teacher (ST) model, where STs are brought in and paired with
Master Teachers. ASCEND’s STs prepare small group lessons,
support positive classroom culture, and have the opportunity
to learn the model and practice their craft without being
thrown into the deep end. The “super” part comes in because
ASCEND can afford to stipend STs for their time beyond the
Students select from a number of seating options:
graduate schools’ requirements because the Master Teachers
couches, chairs, the floor, ball chairs, and risers.
opted to increase class size from 24 students to 26. In this
model, ASCEND gets the talent it needs and the opportunity to
further mold new teachers to fit well into their model. When new teachers need to be hired for the following year,
ASCEND starts from a pool of ST candidates it has previously supported and observed all year long. Additionally,
this model allows ASCEND to serve more students.
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Update from the California School Dashboard

2016-2017 Demographics

Below we provide a summary of how ASCEND is progressing on each of the
indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at the
All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and all
significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to ASCEND’s grade levels
are presented. ASCEND’s Fall 2017 Dashboard report can be viewed here.

Enrollment: 461
Low-income: 86%
English Learners: 65%
Students with Disabilities: 9%

After only one year of starting their personalized learning approach, ASCEND
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
created some of the largest increases in both math and reading of all public
94%
100%
K-8 schools in Oakland. Their English Learner Progress was also a highlight. In
addition to maintaining these gains, ASCEND will need to reduce suspensions in
order to fully meet California’s minimum bar for public school quality.
50%

Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students
Spring 2017
English Language Arts
Math
Suspension
English Learner Progress

Fall 2017
0%

Low, Maintained

Low, Increased

Low, Declined

Low, Increased Significantly

Latino

2%

2%

1%

1%

African
American

Asian

All Other

White

Chronic Absence: 5.2%
Grade Span: TK-8

Very Low, Maintained

School Type: Charter

Very High, Maintained

Authorizer: OUSD
Low, Declined

Medium, Increased

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Maintained

Decreased

High

HI

EL, SED

Very Low

Very High

ALL

Math

English Learner Progress

Very High

Very Low

High

Low

Medium

Medium
ALL

Low

Level

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level
Very High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Very Low

Increased

Decreased
Significantly

EL, SED, HI

Very High

Low

Increased
Significantly

EL

ALL
SED, HI

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

SWD

Increased

Increased
Significantly

EL

Low
Very Low

AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White; EL - English Learner;
SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
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EAST BAY INNOVATION ACADEMY
Components on How East Bay Innovation Academy Personalizes Learning
East Bay Innovation Academy (EBIA) is a rigorous STEAM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) school with a unique focus on the
social and emotional skills students need to be leaders. Students learn to
be problem solvers and strong advocates working together and individually
to take responsibility for their own learning. EBIA had a number of big
wins in 2016-2017, starting with the launch of a brand new high school on
a separate campus, and including Advanced Placement course offerings
to ninth graders. Learner profiles were established for all ninth graders.
Powered by personalized learning plans, all students developed portfolios
of work with academic performance data and social-emotional learning
reflections.

Key Aspects of the School Model
•

Technology-powered Project
Based Learning

•

Online and Blended Learning

•

Maker Centered Pedagogy

•

Intersession

A major innovation new to Oakland is EBIA’s utilization of Intersession, which creates two-week blocks of time,
three times per school year where students explore passions and areas of service in partnership with third-party
organizations. The Intersession program also provides an opportunity for students to engage in work-based
learning at a developmentally appropriate level. Through this program students participate in STEAM-focused,
hands-on projects with partner organizations across Oakland. Partners have included Destiny Arts, Chabot Space
& Science Center, Oakland Zoo, and Nimby. Projects have included students creating stop motion films on climate
change, designing and testing habitat features for animals at the zoo, learning Afro-Peruvian drumming, as well as
developing wilderness survival skills while camping. Throughout all of these experiences, students are exposed to
and learn about the demands of various fields of study and careers, and develop content expertise that advances
academic success in core classes. Intersession also supports the school in offering a comparatively large number
of days for faculty and staff professional learning. The partnerships have provided opportunities for experts in the
field to support teachers in ensuring that their instruction adequately prepares students for future STEAM careers.

Overcoming Challenges
A major challenge for the EBIA team was setting aside sufficient time for reflection. With the launch of the
high school, EBIA’s creative energy was channeled into new schedules, an advisory framework, Intersession
designs, and course offerings. As the school year progressed, EBIA repeatedly realized a lack of room for making
improvements across those designs. To move forward with improvements, EBIA now carves out time for students
to reflect on progress in academics, social and emotional skills, and college and career readiness, and then more
time for adults to listen to student reflections in order to iterate
on the school model.
For the 2017-2018 school year, EBIA aims to:
▪▪ build out their program to accommodate the addition of the
tenth grade class
▪▪ develop curriculum and instructional practice to improve
project-based and personalized learning
▪▪ increase the range of college and career readiness
opportunities available to students during Intersession
▪▪ improve academic interventions across subjects to better
meet the needs of all learners
EBIA students work together and reflect in a circle.
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Update from the California School Dashboard

2016-2017 Demographics

Below we provide a summary of how EBIA is progressing on each of the
indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at the
All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and all
significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to EBIA’s current grade
levels are presented. EBIA’s Fall 2017 Dashboard report can be viewed here.

Enrollment: 419
Low-income: 22%
English Learners: 6%
Students with Disabilities: 8%

EBIA’s reading and math scores overall place them third across Oakland public 50%
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
middle schools. Their work supporting students with disabilities to make
significant increases in both math and reading is truly impactful. Gaps remain for
31%
30%
African American and Latino student subgroups. In addition to closing those gaps,
EBIA will need to address and reduce the rates of suspension in order to fully
19%
meet California’s minimum bar for public school quality.
16%

4%

Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students
Spring 2017

Fall 2017

High, Maintained

High, Declined

Medium, Declined

Medium, Declined

Medium, (no change data)

Medium, Increased

English Language Arts

0%

White

Latino

All Other

African
American

Asian

Chronic Absence: 3.7%
Grade Span: 6-12*

Math
Suspension

School Type: Charter
Authorizer: OUSD
*served sixth to ninth grades in 2016-2017

No Color Assigned*

English Learner Progress

no data

High, (no change data)

* Did not meet 30 student minimum to generate a performance color.

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Very High
ALL

MR

Medium

Low

AA, HI

Very Low

EL

SED

SWD

MR

ALL, SED,
SWD, AA,
HI, W

Maintained

Decreased

Decreased
Significantly

High
Very High

Math

English Learner Progress
Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

MR

Medium

ALL

Low

EL, HI

NOTE: While EBIA does not have a performance level for the English Learner
Progress indicator due to a small number of students, its status is "High."
Level

WH

High

Very Low

Increased

Low

Medium

Very High

Increased
Significantly

Very Low

High

Level

Level

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Very High
High

SED, AA

SWD

Medium
Low
Very Low

ALL - All Students, AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White;
EL - English Learner; SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
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LODESTAR
Components of How Lodestar Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

In 2016-2017, Lodestar launched as a brand new public school, part of
•
Lighthouse Community Public Schools, with the ultimate goal of serving
•
over 750 students in kindergarten through twelfth grade. At its core,
Lodestar is about Agency and Belonging. Agency means that students
•
understand systems and have the tools and inclination to navigate and
change those systems. This is fostered by learning that is personalized,
purposeful, active, appropriately challenging, and visible. Belonging in
a community creates the conditions necessary for learning, and takes hold
in an environment that fosters safety, addresses the whole person, builds
relationships, is restorative, and embraces diversity and positive identity
development. By designing the school around Agency and Belonging, Lodestar
aims to produce more equitable student achievement outcomes than
traditional school models.

Expeditionary Learning
Maker Centered Pedagogy
Agency & Belonging

2016-17 School Demographics
Enrollment: 234
Low-income: 71%
English Learners: 28%

The core of the Lodestar model are self-directed labs (SDLs) which allow
students to access studios in making, art, and design (MAD), online learning 100% Students with Disabilities: 7%
programs, and teacher assigned learning. All students have an individual
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
schedule and are pulled from the SDL for reading and math instruction.
65%
Students are also pulled from SDL for Expeditions, which are single-grade,
cohort based learning experiences where students engage in core science and
50%
social studies content and work with grade level text. A lunch and recess break
is built into the middle of the day, which also supports teacher collaboration
20%
time.
Launching a brand new school is a major undertaking regardless of the
pedagogical model. Lodestar, which refers to a star that navigates and guides
the way for travelers, shone brightly in a few key ways in its first year:

7%

0%

Latino

African All Other
American

7%

White

•

97% family participation in Student-led conferences

Chronic Absence: 12.1%

•

Spring Expedition included topics that captured student interests and have
a real purpose in community, including trash to treasure, wild weather, farm
to table, and sustainable
ecosystems

Grade Span: K-12*

1%
Asian

School Type: Charter
Authorizer: OUSD
*served Kindergarten to second grade and

• Significant academic
sixth grade in 2016-17
growth gains based on
internal assessments, such
as: significant growth by sixth grade readers getting them
closer to grade level; and strong math foundations with all of
Kindergarten students being at or above grade level

Students prepare to lead their conference with their
parents and teachers.
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• A staff culture that is focused on continuous improvement of
an innovative model, with over 94% of staff returning for the
second year.

Overcoming Challenges
Access to high quality school facilities in Oakland is a
monumental challenge. It was only in the middle of 2017-2018
school year that a permanent facility solution materialized
for Lodestar. Lodestar will spend its first three years on three
different campuses. Additionally, the facility for the school's
second year was not large enough for the ideal model size and
the school had to enroll fewer new students, which may have
untold impacts for years to come.
Students showcase their work at a presentation of
learning.

Results to Date
The California Dashboard requires
two years of results in order to
generate a report and corresponding
five-by-five reports. Lodestar’s first
Dashboard results will be available in
Fall 2018.
In the meantime, looking at NWEA
MAP5 data, Lodestar demonstrates
in nearly every case, for both math
and reading, that students began
the 2017-2018 school year much
stronger than their peers did the
year before. Three out of four grades
started Fall 2018 over ten percentage
points higher in reading than when
they started the prior school year. All
grade levels started higher in math.
In addition to accelerating student
academic achievement, Lodestar will
need to reduce its rate of suspension
down from 3.7% in its first year in
order to meet California’s goals laid
out in the Dashboard.

Overview of kindergartener's day at Lodestar.
NWEA MAP: A personalized assessment system adapted to each student’s learning level, MAP precisely measures student progress and growth for each
individual. Typically administered multiple times per year, MAP assessments are available for second to eighth grade English Language Arts and math.
5
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REDWOOD HEIGHTS
Components of How Redwood Heights Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

Redwood Heights is the only traditional public elementary school among
• Blended Learning
the cohort of NGLC in Oakland launch schools, and has worked to redesign
teaching and learning from inside of that system. Classrooms are dynamic • Maker Centered Learning
with a variety of activities happening simultaneously and throughout the
• Flexible Furniture and Spaces
day. This includes Blended Learning, Maker Centered Learning, STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Math) Workshop, artsintegration curriculum, and flexible furniture and seating for students. The veteran teaching staff has learned so
much through this work and continues to apply lessons learned to the school’s programs.
Redwood Heights deploys a variety of high quality online learning programs that support students and teachers
to blend learning. Of the portfolio of online programs, their signature tool is Spatial Temporal Math (ST Math).
Redwood Heights consistently doubles Oakland Unified School District’s average syllabus progress percentage
in ST Math. Teachers support students to work at their own pace, building deep conceptual understanding of
math. Engaged students working independently allows teachers to pull small groups to clarify content from online
learning programs, or to support other instructional needs outside of and away from technology.
Student groups are flexible and organized based on data analysis completed by teachers during professional
learning opportunities. The amount of minutes students spend working at their just-right instructional level has
increased dramatically from the prior model where students worked most of the day in whole group instruction
with lessons targeted to the “average” student. Teacher Lynly Kendricks explains, “As a professional, Blended
Learning and student choice allows me to work with small groups of kids who need my attention, when they need
it.” Special Education teacher Stephanie Taymuree states, “Some of the students in my program are included in
general education classes for academic subjects. Our Blended Learning program allows us to modify curriculum.”
First grade teacher Colleen Boston adds on, “Using the data from the online programs to inform what I’m teaching
and who specifically I’m teaching has been a big change for me. When I explained this to parents recently,
their idea of technology in the classroom shifted to understanding that this is a way that I can provide tailored
instruction.”
Maker Centered, interdisciplinary project-based learning has taken off at Redwood Heights. Teachers are
supported through the fellowship and professional learning community of Agency by Design Oakland and have
converted classrooms into mini maker spaces. Storage closets are now accessible to students and stocked full of
tools and materials that students can use to build, design, create, and explore. While some are making daily and
weekly, all teachers are now initiating at least one maker project per quarter in their classrooms. Teacher Theresa
Sanders explains, “Maker Centered Learning is such a thrill for the kids. It really gets the students working and
planning together. They duke it out - we can’t do everyone’s idea - they figure out they have to find a way to work
together and collaborate.”
Both students and teachers are now used to taking risks and being willing to be wrong. The school’s culture has
evolved to where both students and adults try things never done before. Teachers are adept at helping kids know
how to be in a group, how to collaborate, how to make a goal and work towards it, and how to be okay with and
learn from failure.

Overcoming Challenges
While the lessons of high quality Blended Learning and Maker Centered Learning have spread and scaled
beyond the initial pilot classrooms, there remains additional implementation work to come in bringing these
key components to 100% of classrooms. The school has partnered with Agency by Design Oakland to support
additional professional learning for teachers around this pedagogy, but will require a multi-year effort.
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Update from the California School Dashboard

2016-2017 Demographics

Below we provide a summary of how Redwood Heights is progressing on each
of the indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at
the All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and
all significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to Redwood Heights’
grade levels are presented. Redwood Heights’ Fall 2017 Dashboard report can
be viewed here.

Enrollment: 352
Low-income: 26%
English Learners: 9%
Students with Disabilities: 14.5%

Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
With so many changes made last year, Redwood Heights was excited to see
50%
42%
wins in areas such as student engagement (as observed by teachers), teacher
and parent satisfaction, and even a slight bump in English Learner Progress –
and all without the first-year personalizing learning “implementation dip” that
so often occurs in academic progress as measured by standardized assessments.
The Redwood Heights team has had a long-standing focus on closing the
17%
16%
16%
achievement gap for their African American students, and saw that subgroup
9%
grow in math on the Smarter Balanced Assessment.
Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students
English Language Arts

Fall 2017

Low, Increased Significantly

Low, Maintained

0%

White

All Other

Latino

African
American

Asian

Chronic Absence: 6.8%
Grade Span: K-5

Math
Suspension

Spring 2017

High, Increased Significantly

Medium, Maintained

Very Low, Declined Significantly

Low, Maintained

English Learner Progress

School Type: District

No Color Assigned*
Low, Declined

Low, Increased Significantly

* Did not meet 30 student minimum to generate a performance color.

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Very High

WH

ALL

Very Low

AA

Maintained

Decreased

Decreased
Significantly

ALL
SED, SWD

Medium

Low

AA

High
Very High

SED, SWD

Math

English Learner Progress

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

WH

Increased
Significantly

NOTE: While Redwood Heights does not have a performance level for the English
Learner Progress indicator due to a small number of students, its status is "Low" and
change is "Increased Significantly."
Level

High
Medium

ALL

Low

SED

Very Low

Increased

EL, AS, HI,
MR

Low

WH

Medium

Very High

Increased
Significantly

Very Low

High

Level

Level

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Very High
AA
SWD

High
Medium
Low
Very Low

ALL - All Students, AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White;
EL - English Learner; SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
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ROOSEVELT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Components of How Roosevelt Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

Roosevelt built a new Graduate Student Profile and is working to ensure
• Maker Centered Learning &
each student enters high school with a Strong Academic Foundation,
Design
21st Century Skills, and a Community Ethic. The collective work of the
• Teach to One for Math
teachers and administration to clarify what success looks like and how
it will be measured across many dimensions energizes the team to
• Graduate Profile
continuously adapt and improve. Roosevelt graduates will read and do
math at grade level, or have spent their time at Roosevelt dramatically
closing their personal distance from grade level expectations. As measured by a 360 degree assessment created by
and designed for use at Roosevelt, students leave understanding their strengths and areas of growth in terms of
collaboration, communication, critical thinking and creativity, as well as work habits. Finally, the team at Roosevelt
builds relevance for students through the Graduate Profile by explicitly calling out the need for students to
strengthen their personal connections to community through service and problem solving.
In terms of daily work, Roosevelt converted to a more flexible
block schedule that powers substantial changes to how
students experience school. Teach to One for Math scaled to all
students and grade levels for math. STED (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Design) launched as a new course for students,
and each student has an enriching elective, such as computer
science, create studio (maker lab), or music. Advisories are now
smaller and the school strengthened its work on Restorative
Justice by identifying and training a corps of student leaders.
Like other NGLC in Oakland schools, Roosevelt leverages the
local expertise of Agency by Design Oakland for teachers to
Students move from instruction to independent work
access ongoing cohorts of professional learning and fellowship
during Teach to One math period.
to deepen practice within Maker Centered Learning. Students
now attend local Maker Faires and even host their own faire where they exhibit their projects. They invite
elementary students to attend and get excited for what awaits them when they enroll as middle schoolers.

Overcoming Challenges
As a relatively big middle school in Oakland, with a vast array of
student needs and multiple big changes to the school model,
Roosevelt has continued to seek additional professional learning
supports, guidance, and financial resources to continue its
journey of transformation. The school joined Educate78’s School
Design Lab. Through this engagement, Roosevelt receives
coaching, financial resources, and a continuing cohort of peer
schools to push on areas of its implementation that remain
underdeveloped.
The school’s maker space hums with students building
models.
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Update from the California School Dashboard

2016-2017 Demographics

Below we provide a summary of how Roosevelt is progressing on each of the
indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at the
All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and all
significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to Roosevelt’s grade levels
are presented. Roosevelt’s Fall 2017 Dashboard report can be viewed here.
The data shows that Roosevelt fell into a year one implementation dip on
academic progress as measured by California’s Smarter Balanced Assessment.
However, the Scholastic Reading and Math Inventories (SRI and SMI) both
continue to show students making growth. The school had a strong year for
English Learner Progress and the school’s suspension rate continues to drop.

Enrollment: 524
Low-income: 94%
English Learners: 34%
Students with Disabilities: 16%

50%

Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
42%
32%

17%

Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students
Spring 2017

0%

English Language Arts

Low, Increased

Very Low, Declined

Low, Increased Significantly

Very Low, Declined Significantly

High, Declined Significantly

Medium, Declined

Very Low, Declined Significantly

Very High, Increased Significantly

Math
Suspension
English Learner Progress

7%

Fall 2017
Asian

Latino

2%

African All Other
American

White

Chronic Absence: 10.5%
Grade Span: 6-8
School Type: District

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Very High

Very Low

High

Low

Medium

Medium
AS

Low
Very Low

AA

ALL, EL,
SED, HI

SWD

Very High

Maintained

Decreased

HI

ALL, EL, SED

Decreased
Significantly

SWD
AA

English Learner Progress
Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Very High

Very High

High

High

Medium

Medium
AS

Low
Very Low

Increased

High

Math
Level

Increased
Significantly

ALL, EL, SED.
AA

HI

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly
EL

Low
SWD

Very Low

ALL - All Students, AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White;
EL - English Learner; SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
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URBAN MONTESSORI
Components of How Urban Montessori Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

Urban Montessori Charter School (UMCS) first opened its doors in 2012 as • Montessori Pedagogy
an Alameda County-authorized charter school. It remains the only public
• Design Thinking
Montessori school in Oakland, and continues to grow towards its full
TK-8 enrollment. Students attend multi-age classrooms in four different
• Arts Integration
levels: Primary, Lower Elementary, Upper Elementary, and Middle School.
The school’s model is particularly ambitious given California’s low public
school funding allocations as the Montessori model calls for two teachers in every classroom. The Lead Teacher is
Montessori trained and delivers lessons to students across the curricula in small groups or one-on-one. Support
Teachers help students keep materials organized, support peer to peer conflict resolution, and maintain positive
classroom expectations. Since its launch, UMCS has regularly helped Support Teachers to ready themselves to
take on the role of Lead Teacher. Classrooms are full of tactile materials for students to choose during morning
work periods, allowing them to practice the lessons they have received from their teacher. Across the subjects,
materials help students build deep conceptual understanding and then move towards abstraction.

Flexible classroom spaces provide students with a
variety of options for how and where to work.

UMCS builds on a century’s worth of lessons learned in the
Montessori world, by explicitly deploying Design Thinking
protocols for students and staff as the school’s main problemsolving methodology. Students regularly engage in relevant
design challenges in solving problems in their own classrooms,
the school, and broader community. The school also deploys
education technology as “one more material on the shelf” to
help students have additional abstraction practice when they are
ready for it. Students know which lessons they have had, what
to practice, and have the capacity to keep track of their progress
using weekly plans. Teachers and students work together to
monitor progress by reviewing these plans regularly.

Overcoming Challenges
UMCS ended 2016-2017 school year having just received a new
five-year charter renewal from the Alameda County Board of
Education. They had leadership in place and facility upgrade
plans in motion. Summer and early Fall 2017, brought forward
two critical challenges. First, early in the 2017-2018 school year,
the Head of School resigned, and two internal leaders were
promoted to co-Heads of School to lead during the interim
search period. It is expected that a new permanent Head of
School will be identified for the start of the 2018-2019 school
year. Secondly, as a growing school, when a facility opened up in
the summer, UMCS chose to split across two separate campuses
with neither facility meeting the schools’ long-term space needs. The two teacher model supports more one-on-one and
Like too many Oakland public schools, UMCS continues to search small group lessons.
for a quality permanent facility solution. Finally, given the lack
of local training opportunities, it remains challenging to identify and hire high quality Montessori trained teachers
who also hold a California teaching credential.
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Update from the California School Dashboard
Below we provide a summary of how UMCS is progressing on each of the
indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at the
All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and all
significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to UMCS’s grade levels are
presented. UMCS’s Fall 2017 Dashboard report can be viewed here.

2016-2017 Demographics
Enrollment: 374
Low-income: 28%
English Learners: 18%

Overall, UMCS remains one of the stronger schools in Oakland. Much work
Students with Disabilities: 10%
50%
remains to strengthen the Montessori model, particularly in math. The
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
Dashboard shows that UMCS did well with English Learner Progress and
maintains a very low rate of suspension. Overall in reading, students perform
31%
well, but achievement gaps remain for African American and Latino students.
26%
Performance in math is low across the school, especially among African
20%
18%
American and Latino students. The school is working hard to name and address
these gaps, make improvements, and bring change quickly for students,
6%
teachers, and families.
0%

Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students
Spring 2017
English Language Arts

White

Latino

Fall 2017

African All Other
American

Asian

Chronic Absence: 12.8%
Medium, Increased Significantly

Medium, Increased

Low, Increased Significantly

Low, Declined

Medium, Maintained

Very Low, Declined

Math
Suspension
English Learner Progress

Grade Span: TK-8*
School Type: Charter
Authorizer: Alameda County
*served Transitional Kindergarten to sixth
grades in 2016-2017

No Color Assigned*
Low, Maintained

High, Increased Significantly

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

WH

Very High

Level

Maintained

Decreased

Decreased
Significantly

EL

ALL, SED, WH

SWD, AA, HI

Low

Medium

ALL

Medium

Low

SED

High
Very High

Very Low

Math

English Learner Progress
Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Very High

Very High

High

High

Medium

WH

Medium

Low

ALL

Low

Very Low

Increased

Very Low

High

Level

Increased
Significantly

SED

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

EL

Very Low

ALL - All Students, AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White;
EL - English Learner; SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
* Did not meet 30 student minimum to generate a performance color.
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URBAN PROMISE ACADEMY
Components of How Urban Promise Personalizes Learning

Key Aspects of the School Model

The founding staff and families of Urban Promise Academy (UPA)
separated from a larger failing school over ten years ago and launched
as a new small school with a focus on building strong relationships with
students and positive school culture. Expeditionary Learning helped build
relevance for students in their course work, and the Crew program (or
Advisory) built a sense of home for students and staff alike. When NGLC
launched its work in Oakland, UPA seized the opportunity to explore
personalization, and then later project-based and deeper learning.

•

Expeditionary Learning

•

Summit Learning (Basecamp)

•

Social Emotional Learning

In the Fall of 2015, UPA became one of the very first Summit
Basecamp schools in the nation, including one of the very few
traditional district-run schools to implement the program.
Summit Learning has now grown from sixth grade, to all of
seventh in 2016-2017, and now also eighth grade math. While
the online platform and students working on laptops with
individualized playlists often takes up most of the energy and
air time when Summit Learning is described to the uninitiated,
arguably the most powerful components of the model are the
dedicated one-on-one mentor time and the Stanford-backed
rubric teachers use to assess projects across subjects. Using this
Summit learning teacher with a small group.
rubric, students are regularly assessed on 36 cognitive skills that
span across their courses. They are able to mark their progress
over time, ultimately aiming for college readiness across skills by high school graduation. UPA leveraged the
existing projects that are part of Summit Learning, deepened their own existing projects, and updated others to
meet the needs of a growing population of students who are English Learners. A major win for UPA and the local
ecosystem of Summit Learning schools was when UPA hosted their own summer professional development series,
bringing together teachers from multiple schools to plan projects and deepen their knowledge of the Summit
Learning model.
Like other NGLC in Oakland schools, UPA has brought Maker Centered Learning to their students. They partnered
with FUSE to improve their curriculum and approach to teaching students making. Two teachers attended their
training in Summer 2017 in Chicago and are now implementing curriculum in 2017-2018.

Overcoming Challenges
As a small school, UPA has taken on a several significant changes.
Change management in urban public schools is hard, and UPA
has not been immune to those associated challenges. To offset
the impact, the school team was supported to learn about
the power of Improvement Science and coaching, including
attending the Carnegie Foundation Summit on Improvement
Science. The school has leveraged an Improvement Science
coach, and leadership teams use protocols to plan for and
measure improvements. Like other NGLC in Oakland schools,
UPA has sought out continued financial and consultative
Student works on the Summit platform and playlists.
support.
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Update from the California School Dashboard

2016-2017 Demographics

Below we provide a summary of how UPA is progressing on each of the
indicators, first from the Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard release at the
All Student level and then Fall 2017 Dashboard results for all students and all
significant student groups. Only indicators that apply to UPA’s grade levels are
presented. UPA’s Fall 2017 Dashboard report can be viewed here.

Enrollment: 370
Low-income: 95%
English Learners: 45%
Students with Disabilities: 13%

UPA has done a lot of hard work to lower its rate of suspension, and the
100%
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
declines show in the California Dashboard. After a year of city-leading English
78%
Learner Progress, UPA’s latest results remain quite strong despite going down
this past year. While internal benchmarks throughout 2016-2017 showed
UPA students gaining ground toward grade level expectations, SBAC scores in
math and reading were low. Powered by Improvement Science and their new 50%
affiliation with Educate78’s School Design Lab, the UPA team continues to adjust
plans in order to raise academic achievement fast.
10%

Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Dashboard Results: All Students

English Language Arts
Math
Suspension
English Learner Progress

0%

Spring 2017

Fall 2017

Low, Declined

Very Low, Declined Significantly

Very Low, Declined Significantly

Very Low, Declined Significantly

High, Declined

High, Declined Significantly

High, Declined

Medium, Declined Significantly

Latino

5%

African All Other
American

4%

3%

Asian

White

Chronic Absence: 10.4%
Grade Span: 6-8
School Type: District

Fall 2017 Dashboard Results : All Students and All Significant Subgroups
English Language Arts
Level

Declined
Significantly

Suspension

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Increased
Significantly

Increased

Maintained

Decreased

Decreased
Significantly

Very High

Very Low

High

Low

Medium

Medium

EL, SED, HI

Low

High

ALL

Very Low

ALL, EL, SED,
SWD, HI

Math
Level

SWD

English Learner Progress
Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

Level

Very High

Very High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Very Low

AA

Very High

ALL, EL, SED,
SWD, HI

Declined
Significantly

Declined

Maintained

Increased

Increased
Significantly

EL

Very Low

ALL - All Students, AA - African American; AI - American Indian; AS - Asian; FI - Filipino; HI - Hispanic; MR - Multiple Race Ethnicity; PI - Pacific Islander; WH- White;
EL - English Learner; SWD - Students with Disabilities; SED - Socioeconomically Disadvantaged/Low Income; FOS - Foster Youth; HOM - Homeless
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For more information, contact:
Greg Klein, Senior Director Innovation and Learning, gklein@rogersfoundation.org
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Photographs of ASCEND, Redwood Heights, Roosevelt, Urban Montessori, and Urban Promise Academy by Stephanie Secrest,
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